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15.htm 

CBS STUDIOS INTERNATIONAL 

  
Starring Academy Award-winner Patricia Arquette, drama series 
CSI: Cyber draws from the advanced technological work of real-life 
Cyber Psychologist Mary Aiken. A local field office investigates 
criminal cases that affect military personnel in the Big Easy in 
drama series NCIS: New Orleans. Scorpion centers on the 
brilliant Walter O'Brien and his team of geniuses, who serve as the 
last line of defense against the high-tech threats of our era. Téa 
Leoni stars as a newly appointed Secretary of State for whom 
struggles with international diplomacy, disagreements in the office 
and circumventing protocol - as well as handling issues at home - 
are all part of a day's work in Madam Secretary. Jane The 
Virgin is accidentally artificially inseminated, and her life is turned 
upside down in this comedy series. After a number of violent animal 
attacks against humans, a young biologist races to figure out the 
reason for the attacks before it's too late in drama series Zoo. The 
Dovekeepers is a drama series set in ancient Israel that follows a 
group of extraordinary women whose lives intersect as they struggle 
to survive at the siege of Masada. 
Stand R7.E2 
http://www.cbscorporation.com  
  

CISNEROS MEDIA DISTRIBUTION 

Everyone in telenovela Fallen Over Love (Voltea) is so 
consumed with their daily lives that they don't recognize that love 
and happiness are right in front of them. In order to avoid 
prosecution, criminals agree to become informants for U.S. federal 
agencies in teleseries Route 35, The Escape Valve (Ruta 35, La 
Valvula de Escape). Teen series Candela (Candela, Una 
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Chica Real) follows a free-spirited girl whose life changes when 
she is forced to live with her father, a wealthy man who believes that 
perceptions are more important than truth and that material 
possessions are more valuable than people. Series XRC (Xtreme 
Reality Clips) features high-speed chases, police shootouts, 
cliffhanging rescues and other scenes captured by RMG News 
cameras. Irene is a hard worker who falls in love with her millionaire 
boss and widower, but another woman might stand in the way of 
their happiness in telenovela Secret Love (Amor Secreto). When 
ecologist Beatriz Elena takes on a powerful industrialist, she has no 
idea that she is actually his long-lost daughter and heir to his fortune 
in telenovela Emerald Heart (Corazón Esmeralda). Teleseries 
Criminal MasterMind (DeMente Criminal) centers on 
Veronica, who suspects a renowned psychiatrist of killing her 
daughter, but is soon put under that man's care and subjected to his 
experiments. 
Stand P-1.G50 
http://www.cisnerosmediadist.com 

CONTENT TELEVISION 

 

Drama series Olympus uses CGI animation and live-action 

to take viewers on a wild ride through the ancient world of 

humans, gods and monsters. When a government mandated 

vaccine does not help quell a zombie epidemic, the race is on 

to find the culprit, but the government's intentions may not be 

pure in drama thriller Dead Rising: Watchtower. 

Feature-length documentary The Eichmann Show is 

about the televising of the trial of Adolf Eichmann, a key 

mastermind of the Holocaust. The tiny island nations of 

Tonga, Fiji and Samoa show their worth as underdogs of 

rugby against larger nations at the Rugby World Cup in 

documentary feature Pacific Warriors, while documentary 

feature Mandela, My Dad and Me follows actor Idris 

Elba's quest to create his album mi Mandela, which was 

inspired by his turn portraying Nelson Mandela in Mandela: 
Long Walk to Freedom. 
Stand C15.A6 
http://www.contentmediacorp.com   
  

DICK CLARK PRODUCTIONS 

The 73rd Annual Golden Globe Awards is one of the most well 
known awards shows that honors the year's best in television and 
film. Voiceover-based Fail Army features HD blooper-style clips, 
with each episode averaging about 60 of them. The 2015 
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Billboard Music Awards feature performances by some of the 
biggest names in the music industry while honoring the best music 
and artists of the year. Hosted by Terry Crews, World's Funniest 
Fails is an hour-long series that sees three comedians analyze user-
generated HD videos and choose their favorite, trying to convince 
Crews to select their choice as "Fail of the Week." Young women 
compete in The 95th Annual 2016 Miss America 
Competition, showcasing their grace, beauty and intelligence. 
Featuring more than 16 performances, The 43rd Annual 2015 
American Music Awards recognizes the most influential music 
artists of the year. OK! TV is a five-day-a-week strip that draws 
from OK! Magazine to offer pop culture, gossip and celebrity 
lifestyle news. 
Stand P1.B6 
http://www.dickclark.com 
 
  

ENTERTAINMENT ONE TELEVISION 
  
Crime docu-drama series The Making of the Mob: New York 
covers over 50 years of the rise and fall of infamous mobsters such 
as Charles "Lucky" Luciano, Meyer Lansky and Benjamin "Bugsy" 
Siege. Natural history series David Attenborough's Great 
Barrier Reef introduces viewers to never-before-seen secrets of 
the Great Barrier Reef that are invisible to the human eye. Adapted 
from the book This House is Haunted, The Enfield Haunting is a 
three-part thriller drama series based on the bizarre events that 
occurred in 1977 when an 11-year-old girl was terrorized by 
paranormal activity. Right before her second wedding, Becca gets 
cold feet and is suddenly transported back to 1995, on the morning 
of her first wedding in drama series Hindsight. At the dawn of the 
Information Age in 1985, Mutiny is a start-up company built on the 
revolutionary idea of the Internet in drama series Halt and Catch 
Fire Season 2. General George Washington's men are 
outnumbered and outgunned against the Red Coats on the 
battlefield, but Abe is a spy who is willing to risk everything for the 
cause in drama series Turn Season 2. Bruce and Emma are 
engaged, but he's still trying to get used to living in his fiancée's 
homeland in comedy series Welcome to Sweden Season 2. 
Stand C15.A5 
http://eonetv.com 

THE FREMANTLE CORPORATION 

Viewers see different neighborhoods and local homes with one-of-a-
kind style - just like the people who own them - in lifestyle series 
Real Houses. A group of regular people set out to become Mixed 
Martial Arts fighters in sports/lifestyle series Cubicle to the Cage. 
Oceanographer and eco-activist Sylvia Earle uses documentary 
Mission Blue to teach viewers that something must be done about 
the dire condition of the oceans on our planet. Two Avro Lancaster 
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Bombers fly over the English countryside 50 years after they flew 
side-by-side during World War II in documentary Reunion of 
Giants. Six up-and-coming MMA fighters train oversees with the 
best in the sport in lifestyle/sports series Fight Xchange. Four 
Senses is a cooking/lifestyle show that stars blind Master Chef USA 
winner Christine Ha and Top Chef Canada winner Carl Heinrich 
and explores various themes such as texture and aroma, offering tips 
and tools to promote independence in the kitchen. The Tony 
Awards honor excellence in live Broadway theatre. 
Stand P-1.N13 
http://www.fremantlecorp.com 

GAUMONT INTERNATIONAL 
TELEVISION  

A young FBI agent who sympathizes with serial killers doesn't 
realize that psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal Lector is one of the most gifted 
serial killers in drama series Hannibal. After a mysterious death, 
the secrets of a once vibrant town begin to make themselves known 
in drama series Hemlock Grove. Drama series Narcos offers an 
inside look at everyone involved in taking down drug lord Pablo 
Escobar, from the Colombian government to DEA agents to 
policemen. The Murphy family brings us back to the 1970s, when 
smoking indoors and smacking your kids was acceptable in 
animated comedy series F Is For Family. Four families who 
vacation together think their recreational activities don't impact 
their normal lives in drama series Hotel de la Plage. 
Stand R8.C1 
http://www.gaumontinternationaltv.com 

 

GRB ENTERTAINMENT 

 

Legendary football player Deion Sanders tackles fatherhood and his 
career in docu-soap Deion's Family Playbook. In each episode of 
Eat Your Words, after giving a poor review to a restaurant's dish, 
an amateur foodie must prepare that very dish for a panel of judges. 
"Drinkaloguer" Zane Lamprey travels the world absorbing local 
customs and trying local food and alcohol in travel series Chug. 
High school principal Dr. Marvin Thompson is determined to 
reinvent his school after its reputation is tainted by violence and 
poor academic performance in docu-soap/documentary series 
Blackboard Wars. Viewers can ride along with a motley crew that 
wants to know if they have what it takes to be a real Motorcycle Club 
in docu-series American M.C. Actor Flex Alexander and his 1990s 
pop singer wife Shanice are living with their extended family as they 
try to get their feet back on the ground in docu-soap Flex & 
Shanice. Chris Darnell is a daredevil and a perfectionist who races 
jet trucks in the automotive series Jet Truck. 
Stand R7.K17 
http://grbtv.com   
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